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Abstract
The heat transfer effects on liquid methane are investigated with the use of a carbo-thermal rig at
the Center for Space Exploration Technology Research (cSETR) located at the University of Texas at El
Paso (UTEP). The cSETR carbo-thermal rig design approach is presented along with the design of a
methane condensing mobile unit (MCMU) to supply the laboratory and rig with liquid methane. The
proposed research will generate useful insight in to heat transfer coefficient behavior, non-dimensional
correlations, different flow conditions, varied inlet conditions, and varied heat flux for a subscale test
article applicable to a regenerative cooled rocket engine cooling channel. The data found will also
improve the knowledge base for liquid methane and non-toxic propulsion. Planned test parameters are
from 1.03 to 2.07 MPa (150 to 300 psi) supply tank pressure, and 3.9 to 19 MW/m2 (2.39 to 11.6
Btu/in2-s). Presented are transient and steady state heat transfer response results depicting transient and
steady state heat transfer effects tested at turbulent Reynolds numbers (15000 to 360000).
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
1.1

Introduction
In today’s propulsion systems, many different types of propulsion systems are used. To further

explore space, discover new science, and phenomena, new technological advances are needed to ensure
longer mission duration and success. Current heritage chemical propulsion systems offer reliability and a
lengthy track record of flight time. These systems however are quite expensive due to their ground
handling requirements (production costs, toxicity, or storage temperature). Storage temperatures for
some systems also incur payload weight penalties on space vehicles to maintain proper storage
temperatures. Non-toxic propellant systems offer a solution to the mentioned issues. Multiple fuels exist
that can readily work with liquid oxygen chemical systems and liquefy at higher temperatures in
comparison to liquid hydrogen. Liquid methane fits this category of an optimal propellant with a much
higher storage temperature (110 Kelvin (K) (198 °Rankine (°R))) and greater energy density (Myers
“Tech Road Map”). In addition to methane being identified as a non-toxic hydrocarbon alternative to
currently used fuels, methane “is of particular interest because it has a higher chamber pressure cooling
limit, higher [hydrocarbon] specific impulse (Isp), higher coolant coking temperature, cleaner exhaust
products, and lower potential for carbon deposition at low mixture ratio pre-burner operation than other
hydrocarbon fuels” (Cook 1984).
1.2

Lox/Methane Propellants: Opportunities and Challenges
Conventional bipropellant systems used in modern propulsion systems generally use liquid

hydrogen (LH2), liquid oxygen (LOx), mono-methyl-hydrazine (MMH), and nitrogen tetroxide (NTO).
The use of these propellants themselves demands stringent safety and energy programs, which
incorporates significant cost to operation, design, and handling of the space system from production to
launch. MMH and NTO propellants are highly carcinogenic, toxic, corrosive, and hypergolic (combust
on contact). A hypergolic system must be able to handle all of these factors and protect personnel on the
ground and (if any) astronauts onboard any space system. LH2 and LOx systems present technical
challenges as well. The temperatures required to use these fluids are cryogenic (20 K to 88 K (36 °R to
158 °R), imposing extreme temperature gradients on space system propulsion units (20 K to 1400 K (36
1

°R to 2520 °R). The stringent sealing requirements that are involved with a LH2 system present yet
another challenge. Due to the atomic size of H2, a material with a tight molecular structure that can
prevent leaking as well as withstand the extreme cryogenic temperatures is vital. From a safety
standpoint, hydrogen leaks hinder many spacecraft systems given its high flammability limits; it is very
easily ignited, resulting in catastrophic failure or explosion.
Considering the characteristics of hydrogen (density 71 kg/m3 (4.43 lb/ft3) (Huzel and Huang))
only and comparing to liquid methane, the density, cost, and flammability limit come into question.
While liquid methane has a higher liquid density (430 kg/m3 (26.8 lb/ft3)) at a warmer temperature (110
K (198 °R)), the flammability limit is quite small compared to liquid hydrogen. These two benefits allow
for a less energy intensive production of liquid methane, higher tank storage capacity for a given
volume, and higher storage temperature. In addition to these benefits the safety of handling liquid
methane are quite low when compared to LH2, MMH, and NTO.
New systems are being researched to implement liquid methane into new propulsion systems.
The most notable choice to advance methane propulsion technology development is to integrate the fuel
into liquid hydrogen/oxygen heritage propulsion systems and modify them as necessary. While this does
present an in-situ solution, it is lacking in efficiency, reliability, and fundamental understanding of the
fuel parameters affecting system performance.
Current use of these modified engines is in limited development. Thrust chamber cooling in
rocket engines is a major design consideration. The most common cooling methods used include the
following: film cooling, ablative cooling, and particularly regenerative cooling. For the regenerative
cooling case, the energy collected from cooling is returned to the combustion process by the hot fuel as
it enters the chamber (Brown, Spacecraft Propulsion). NASA, Xcor, and Armadillo Aerospace are one
of the few entities using methane bipropellant engines. To date, most information on these engines is
proprietary or protected. NASA and Armadillo Aerospace use the liquid methane/oxygen combination
in their engine designs in addition to other non-toxic propellants such as ethanol. Xcor uses the same
propellant combination in an engine design oriented around regenerative engine cooling. While the
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cooling method used is not novel, the engine itself is one of the few built to run on this particular
propellant combination.
1.3

Practical Relevance
In general, the current available data for liquid methane heat transfer characteristics is limited.

The importance of liquid methane heat transfer research is seen through the avenues and possibilities for
fundamental design correlations that empirical models can be anchored to. The current motivation for
investigating the heat transfer capabilities of methane and other propellants is to understand the thermophysical behavior under in-flight conditions exhibited in contemporary propulsion systems. One such
propulsion system is that of a lander spacecraft main ascent engine.
As mentioned earlier, most methane engines tested or built were mainly based on modified
hydrogen engines, resulting in costly testing and development. Studying of heat transfer fundamentals to
generate specific methane oriented data will be useful for future rocket engine design. The effect of such
data would allow for more efficient engines and cheaper development costs. In addition to rocket engine
design, other applications for heat transfer data can be applied to the LNG transportation areas as well as
space propellant storage system design.
As a final point, dynamic methane data is lacking along with real world empirical thermophysical models. This point references the fact that methane thermo-physical data compiled was
conducted in a static (stationary) test bench. While some published data has been conducted in dynamic
experimental studies, only two specific studies for super critical methane and a single subscale cooling
channel identifying the critical heat flux have been identified. The boundary of this dissertation and
study is focused on subscale work for a blow down lander class engine. While this is another specific
case, the flow regime and heat fluxes applied will provide information for some reaction control
thrusters as well as other lander class engines.
1.4 Center for Space Exploration Technology Research (cSETR)
The cSETR is a laboratory located at the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) focused on
combustion, non-toxic based propulsion systems, material development, in-situ resource utilization, and
fuel research for space systems and technology development. The work conducted in the lab uses novel
3

experimental techniques and world class imaging capabilities. A general synopsis of applications the
research performed at cSETR are gas turbine premixed burning optimization (preventing flashback), gas
turbine blade efficiency improvement, gas turbine material strengthening for higher combustion
temperatures, lunar regolith construction methods and techniques, meso-scale and micro propulsion
development for miniature satellites, and non-toxic fuel research for environmentally conscientious
combustion and propulsion systems.
cSETR’s main mission is to provide world class research solutions while promoting professional
development throughout its student researchers for the engineering workforce. The students that
participate in lab projects and research gain novel experimental and theoretical application experience
that compliments their academic studies. The hierarchy of the research is maintained with a professor
providing close mentorship of a team of students that includes a doctoral graduate student managing at
least two master’s graduate students who in turn oversee any number of undergraduate students. This
allows exemplary training of graduate students and at the same time cultivating next generation graduate
students for program continuity in the laboratory.
1.5 Organization of the Dissertation
The presented elements in this work are comprised of 6 main areas. These parts are the literature
review, condensing system, carbo-thermal system, testing approach, results, discussion, and conclusion.
The literature review will discuss pertinent research about the thermo-physical properties of methane,
regenerative cooled rocket engine design, heat transfer and its application to cryogenic systems, subscale
test facilities and results, and scope of the research. The condensing system and carbo-thermal system
are both individually discussed, presenting theoretical approaches to design criteria and components
used in each system. The testing conducted and results are then presented. A discussion then reflects on
the results found in relation to theory and other work conducted on fluid heat transfer studies. Finally the
work conducted along with findings is summarized in the conclusion.

4

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Thermo-Physical Properties of Methane
To begin studying liquid methane, various equations of state were reviewed. The equations
reviewed discuss experimental data, theoretical correlations, and application to expanding the state
properties of methane. The final equation of state reviewed was determined to be the current state of the
art and used by Nation Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) REFPROP software.
While many experimentalists have explored the different state points of methane, others have
explored the different equations of state formulated to encompass the experimental data and identify
theoretical constants (such as compressibility factor “Z”). Equations of state reviewed were those
formulated under the general forms: Modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin, Soave-Redlich-Kwong, Lee
Kesler, and Helmoltz Energy. According to literature, acceptable accuracy by the thermo-physical
community for any equation of state is up to 5% deviation from experimental data.
One of the first equations reviewed was work done by B. A. Younglove and J. F. Ely. In their
work the equation of state (EOS) developed was based on the Modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin
(MBWR). The equation itself consists of 15 terms and 32 constants. According to the authors the EOS
has high computational speed due to the constants used. However, the accuracy of the MBWR is up to
10% compared to experimental values. The equation riles heavily on predicted values in lieu of
measured values. This EOS also showed difficulty integrating into computational software due to its
large numbers of terms. The MBWR has a limited range up to 600 Kelvin (K) (1080 Rankine (°R)) and
200 mega Pascal (MPa) (29,000 pound per square inch (psi)).
The next EOS review was work done by M. G. De Giorgi and A. Leuzzi on the Soave-RedlichKwong (SRK) EOS. The findings by the authors show that it is a more simplistic form compared to
other equations of state due to the small amount of terms included in the equation and its ease in
integration with computational software. The base equation is similar to that found in the Pen-Robinson
equation of state, but with a focus on the use of specific volume and calculation of repulsive forces
between molecules. The equation however is heavily dependent on critical point values leaving some
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gap in the applicability. The authors discuss that the SRK EOS follows real gas values including those
near the critical point within 5% accuracy.
M. G. De Giorgi and A. Leuzzi also review the Lee-Kesler (LK) EOS. The equation as explained
by the authors is one of the most complex and encompassing EOS in current use. A. Minotti and C.
Bruno also document the application of the LK EOS. The LK EOS is a non-linear functional that allows
for non-continuous models to be included. This makes the equation very difficult to integrate into
computational software and by itself requires significant computational time. However, both author
groups discuss that the LK EOS accuracy improvements (greater than 5%) were not significant enough
to compensate for the increased computational difficulty.
The final EOS reviewed was based on Helmholtz energy consideration with the use of nondimensional temperature and density. One aspect of the Helmholtz EOS approach is the ability to
directly incorporate experimental data with theoretical modeling. Schmidt and Wagner discuss use of the
EOS by modeling the real gas state and ideal gas state of methane. The formulation uses 7 terms to
represent the ideal gas property and 32 terms for the real gas portion. The formulation is quite lengthy,
but the coefficients used in each portion of the EOS make the calculation a matter of simple
mathematical operations. The derivatives of the Helmholtz energy represent the different portions of the
thermo physical properties. All derivatives still incorporate the use of the same coefficients, making
calculation simple. The complexity of the different aspects of the equation of state does make this
somewhat challenging to integrate with computational software.
Under the same approach including a full data review of various experimentation and EOS
developed for methane, Setzman and Wagner incorporate 1 more term into the ideal gas portion and 8
more terms into the real gas portion of the Helmholtz EOS. Using a sophisticated algorithm comparing
experimental and theoretical models, the EOS was refined within a multi-property fit methodology. This
approach was comprehensive in its undertaking, as discussed by the authors, where data sets were
classified and compared with each other. Using this approach accuracy was improved to 0.2% for the
region between the triple point and just below the critical point. The range of the EOS was improved to
625 K (1125 °R) and 1000 MPa (145,000 psi).
6

After review of the multiple equations of state, the Setzman and Wagner Helmholtz EOS was
determined to be the most current and up to date EOS. NIST developed the Reference Fluid
Thermodynamic and Transport Properties (REFPROP) software based on this principle. The limitations
of the Helmoltz EOS are found near the critical point and application of the second virial coefficient.
The other EOS developed have similar issues, however the Setzman and Wagner developed EOS does
have the best accuracy in comparison. Another avenue all current methane thermo physical data and
EOS lack are dynamic measurements and real world applications. Dynamic measurement data that does
exist is limited if not proprietary, and more work needs to be completed in this field to mature methane
data.
2.2

Regenerative Engine Channel Design and Testing
A rocket engine cooling method that involves the use of a fluid to absorb heat and maintain

optimal wall temperatures is regenerative cooling. The fluid is generally a fuel flowed through the
combustion chamber wall through a series of channels or tubes depending on the design. The fuel is then
supplied to the engine injector for combustion. The thermodynamic efficiency of the engine is increased
as the fuel is pre-heated from the combustion process.
The regenerative cooling method for propulsion applications has shown to increase engine
specific impulse (Isp) with no performance loss, allowing for more efficient engine design and longer
space vehicle mission profiles (Sutton, 1986). Design considerations for these types of cooled engines
are quite extensive. They follow along as: “gas-side heat flux, wall structural requirements, coolant-side
heat transfer, and the effects of temperature increases on coolant properties” (Huzel and Huang, 1992).
The heat transfer taking place on the coolant side is of particular interest for engine development as it
will govern most of the wall temperatures during rocket engine operation. Understanding the cooling
effects of the propellant under high heat fluxes and temperatures will give insight into how the heat
transfer coefficient can be expected to behave. This is imperative for heat transfer calculations and
proper channel design on a regenerative cooled engine.
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2.3 Cryogenic Heat Transfer Background
Cryogenic fluids commonly used in liquid propulsion systems undergo a variety of thermo
physical changes during operation. These changes can be used to control the heat transfer mechanisms
occurring during thruster operation. A cryogenic fluid is stated as a fluid that boils at or below 120 K
(216°R) (Lebrun, 2007). These extreme cold temperatures present a challenging thermal demand for
operations and testing cryogenic propulsion systems on earth and in flight. The use of cryogenics in
fluid systems generally infers the existence of flashing and two phase flow (Flynn, 1997). Knowledge of
heat transfer properties and empirical relations of these propellants help to provide a foundation for
system design. The environment in which a thruster operates imposes stringent demands on cryogenic
fluids, making them difficult to control in regenerative cooling systems. This also results in the need for
implementation of stringent control requirements on the designer to correctly employ the heat transfer
considerations in order to prevent premature thruster failure.
Once steady state operation has been established and temperatures are nominal (relative to the
fluid) the flashing and multi-phase flow will minimize or diminish for a cryogenic fluid system (Flynn,
1997). In the case of a cryogenic regenerative cooled rocket engine however, the fluid generally does not
reach cryogenic fluid steady state temperature conditions as heat flux is constantly applied to the engine
wall during operation. Instead, the fluid is run at a specified thermodynamic state (super critical, sub
critical subcooled liquid, saturated liquid, etc.). The conditions of a fluid undergoing a phase change, as
explained by Collier and Thome, will pass through specific flow patterns (1994). Depending on the
orientation of the fluid flow (vertical or horizontal) the pattern distinctions are distinctly identified; for
vertical flow the patterns are: bubbly, slug, churn, whispy-annular, and annular flow; and for horizontal
flow: bubbly, plug, stratified, wavy, and annular (Collier and Thome, 1994).
Upon further study, each of these patterns acquire different amounts of heat. The bubbly region
refers to subcooled boiling and the onset of saturated nucleate boiling heat transfer regions (Collier and
Thome, 1994). The region between bubbly and annular flow patterns encompasses the saturated nucleate
state and the onset of forced convective heat transfer through liquid film (Collier and Thome, 1994). It
is in the region of nucleate boiling that a fluid will attain the most energy by means of heat transfer
(Collier and Thome, 1994). Heat transfer through liquid film is significantly lower than the nucleate
8

boiling region. The liquid film case can induce a significant thermal control predicament that can lead to
system overheating or failure. In the case of a regenerative cooled rocket engine using a fuel in the
subcritical subcooled thermodynamic state, nucleate boiling would be the ideal heat transfer region for
the fuel to be operating inside the cooling jacket.
Nucleate boiling has limitations to the amount of heat flux that can be applied to this heat
transfer region. This is identified by a critical heat flux value that is specific to the cooling fluid. The
critical heat flux values are normally experimentally found through fluid heat transfer experimentation
(Collier and Thome, 1994). Once the critical heat flux input to the fluid has been exceeded a sharp drop
in heat transfer is observed, resulting in material overheating and local dry out areas.
Application of the heat transfer regions found in multiphase cooling is usually seen as
unconventional. The risk of failure by running a regenerative engine coolant in the phase change region
is relatively high due to the possibility of a liquid film heat transfer region forming. Control of the
region is extremely difficult and system development costs are not realistic for cost effective design.
According to one particular Aerojet engine study, consistent chamber pressure oscillations around 10 Hz
were observed when operating with subcritical subcooled coolant inlet conditions (Jones, 2012). Most
propulsion engines developed with regenerative cooling are operated with the fuel coolant in the
supercritical phase region (Jones, 2012). The advantages of maintaining supercritical conditions are,
predictable heat transfer modeling, no thermo-physical phase change, and steady engine operation.
The balance of combustion chamber gases with coolant temperatures is one of numerous
parameters that define stable rocket engine operation. The balance is maintained, from a designer’s point
of view, through heat transfer analysis and assumptions. In the combustion chamber of a chemical
rocket engine, “by far the largest part of heat transferred is by means of forced convection... and 5 to
35% radiation” (Sutton, 1986). Temperatures in the combustion chamber can reach up to 3300 K (5940
°R), where most materials cannot maintain required strength properties. While this presents a materials
challenge, a designer can manage the combustion temperatures that a chamber wall is subjected to with
various cooling methods. The approach in how these cooling methods function are derivative of the key
heat transfer concepts used by a designer to reduce combustion temperatures to a more manageable
9

thermal environment for engine operation. These concepts incorporate the fluid boundary layer along a
combustion chamber, conduction through the chamber wall, (in the case of regenerative cooling) forced
convection to a cooling fluid, and lastly, limiting engine operation time (Sutton, 1986). Each of these
heat transfer modes follow the classical theory and equations developed.

Figure 2.1 Lox / CH4 Heat Flux Profile With and Without Throat CH4 Film Cooling (Pc = 2000 psi)
(Volkman, et al., 1990)
The hot gas side boundary layer along a combustion chamber changes with distance from the
throat of a rocket engine. In general the axial distance datum point in a thruster is located at the throat as
noted in Figure 2.1 above. The boundary layer is dependent on heat generated by combustion and
geometric effects of the converging diverging nozzle.

Figure 2.2 Nozzle Cross Section
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As the combustion products are accelerated to the throat the boundary layer thins out about the
beginning of the curvature radius at the throat (Figure 2.2 between R3 and R1). This causes a spike in
heat flux to the wall of the combustion chamber and is usually the hottest zone in a rocket engine. The
combustion boundary layer does reduce temperatures seen by the chamber wall (1200 K (2160 °R)) but
not enough to warrant operation of engine materials (Huzel and Huang, 1992). Supplying a film of fuel
along the combustion chamber walls (film cooling / dump cooling) allows for this boundary layer to
reduce wall temperatures significantly by mechanism of fuel evaporation. The resulting gas temperature
will depend on how much mass flow of fuel is supplied.
The conduction through the combustion chamber wall can be equally important to maintaining
proper thermal levels. If the material has low conductivity but high strength, a thin (0.010 to 0.020 inch
thickness) chamber is recommended, but most machining capabilities do not allow for the tolerances
needed. If the material is highly conductive and low strength, a thicker chamber should be used;
however, a higher strength material would then be needed to support the conductive material. Common
combustion chamber materials used include, high strength nickel alloys or highly conductive copper
alloys (Sutton, 1986).
The forced convection driven by the cooling propellant is the main component in balancing the
coupled heat transfer from the hot gases inside in order to cool the combustion chamber wall. As the
chamber wall heats up the coolant fluid (if designed correctly) absorbs the heat, maintaining the
chamber wall within thermal limits. The fluid is flown through cooling channels that axially follow the
contour of the combustion chamber and nozzle. The cooling effectiveness of the fluid is driven by the
heat transfer coefficient which in turn is constrained by the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers. The aspects
in the system that directly drive these parameters are cooling channel geometry, supply pressure, and
number of channels.
Relating these heat transfer pathways to a subscale test incorporate two of the three forms of heat
transfer discussed (hot gas boundary layer not needed). The goal for the subscale test articles is to
simulate a hot wall side of a rocket engine during operation. Experimentation techniques and subscale
approaches will be discussed in the subsequent section. The general guidelines of these subscale tests
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involve a constant heat flux applied to a single test article with one representative cooling channel
flowing the coolant fluid. Temperature and pressure measurements are taken with respect to the fluid
conditions and test article thermal response.
Once the response of the cooling channel has been tested the data obtained can be analyzed and
presented in terms of theoretical heat transfer relations. These relations are significant for proper thermal
rocket cooling and design that can save development costs and schedule. Work conducted by Taylor
discusses the rigorous testing and evaluation of heat transfer coefficients for liquid hydrogen (1968).
The author states that “methods for correlating and predicting single phase turbulent heat transfer
coefficients with variable properties give coefficients sometimes in poor agreement with measured
values” ; whereas these models are only valid for limited ranges relative to the test article conditions and
physical design parameters (Taylor, 1968). Many different research groups presented various hydrogen
heat transfer coefficients. The coefficients were applicable to specific test regions later classified as
more research groups investigated further. The defining criteria that researchers compared various
relations to were pressure, temperature, ratio of axial position to diameter, and ratio of surface to fluid
bulk temperature ratio (Taylor, 1968). Variances in these parameters showed discrepancy among each
relation. Considering the specific span of data conditions used for each test series Taylor presents a
single relation to represent the tested data regions. The single equation presented was evaluated for its
accuracy of its application over the data range for each individual coefficient. The comparison of the
presented equation was determined to be %75 accurate over the evaluated range.
The work conducted by Taylor is pertinent to this work as another example of the level of depth
lacking in current methane heat transfer models. Once more models have been studied a general heat
transfer model could then be studied to similarly aid engine designers in developing state of the art
methane propulsion systems. The work reviews much of the expansive data conducted on hydrogen and
then presents a single correlation to be compared against. Comparison methods included data review
found in other works in addition to other empirical functions presented from the data collected.
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2.4 Test Facilities and Results
In lieu of designing complete combustion chambers to test various firing conditions on any
particular engine, a subscale testing approach can be utilized to save money, time, and design effort.
While one chamber will ideally yield the optimal operating conditions for its design a subscale unit can
be used to test for various heat flux conditions, temperatures, geometry size, pressure conditions, and
material compatibility in a single test bed. Subscale test beds constructed in the past have used this
approach to identify important parameters for hydrogen, RP-1, and other fuels. Of particular interest are
the carbo-thermal rigs and heated tube facilities used by Rocketdyne Rockwell North American
Aviation Operations Aero-thermal Laboratory, NASA Glenn Research Center, and the Air Force
Research Laboratory. Each of the facilities share a common function in generating large temperature
gradients and applicable heat flux ranges comparable to those seen in rocket engine operation.
R. T. Cook presented in work conducted by Rocketdyne on heated tube testing using resistive
heating on OHFC copper sheathed with Monel K-800 reinforcement tubing. Tests conducted were at
fluid pressure of 100 MPa (4500 psia), coolant mass flux 0 to 45 kg/m2-s (0 to 100 lbm/in2-s), heat flux
0 to 180 MW/m2) (0 to 85 Btu/in2-s), and wall temperatures of 230 °C to 500 °C (600 to 900 °F).
Corrosive reaction between the copper tube and methane was detected after testing was conducted.
Testing was also conducted with Monel K tubes only as well, and was reported to yield “accurate data to
unprecedented heat flux levels for this type of experiment” (Cook, 1984). Nusselt number correlations
were made for experimental and calculated values on rough and smooth tubes. A friction factor effect
was also included in the Nusselt number and plotted for natural gas.
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Figure 2.3 Nusselt Number Plot (Rocketdyne, Cook 1984)
Testing at NASA Glenn Research Center also consisted of a heated tube facility. The system
consists of the test section kept at vacuum conditions with a fully automated test system. The tube
facility can reach pressures up to 9.66 MPa (1400 psig) with flow rates from 0.45 kg/s to 0.91 kg/s (1 to
2 lbm/s). Geometrical and curvature effects with changing cross-sectional area were observed with
gaseous nitrogen by M. Meyer. J. Van Noord then used the facility to test liquid and two phase methane
to identify the critical heat flux for three Inconel 600 tubes of inner diameter 0.57, 1.37, and 1.905 mm
(0.0225, 0.054 and 0.075 in) with target test section pressures of 1.38 to 3.45 MPa (200 to 500 psi). The
critical heat flux identified by J. Van Noord was 2.1 MW/m2 (1.3 Btu/in2-sec). Nucleate and film boiling
conditions were also reported to be observed.
The final heat rig reviewed was a facility owned and constructed by the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) (Bates et al, 2004). The rig development process and computational work done was
reported by Bates et al. describing previous work in the field and engineering guidelines driving the
AFRL heat rig design. Ultimately the results were a carbo-thermal rig (meaning heat rig for the testing
of hydrocarbons) based on conductive heat transfer to test sections. Bates et al. felt that this offers the
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closest representation of rocket engine conditions found during operation with low sophistication and
great modularity (2004).

Figure 2.4 Air Force Research Laboratory Carbo-Thermal Rig Test Section (Bates et al. 2004)

Figure 2.5 Air Force Research Laboratory Carbo-Thermal Rig (Bates et al. 2004)
The above figures depict the AFRL test section and carbo-thermal rig. Once constructed the
AFRL rig was used to test various hydrocarbons, and report on RP-1 results. While liquid methane was
not experimented or reported on, it would have easily been tested with this design. Bates et al. discuss
numerical analysis approaches and compare different Nusselt number correlations in addition to
formulating their own (2004).
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Heat flux ranges can be applied to certain type of rocket engines. However, heat flux
considerations are associated with the particular cooling method used on any particular engine as shown
in the figure below. For the regenerative cooling case, applicable heat flux range is from roughly 1.6 to
81.7 MW/m2 (1 to 50 Btu/in2–s). This range will be pertinent to carbo-thermal rig design and test section
channel design.

Figure 2.6 Applicable Heat Flux Range for Thrust Chamber Cooling Types (Sutton et al. 1966)
The range discussed also enables subscale experimentation for reaction control (RCS) thruster,
orbital change thruster, and lander thruster engines. Heat flux ranges for these engines are generally in
the following ranges: (1 to 10 Btu/in2-s) for RCS, (10 to 25 Btu/in2-s) for orbital change, and (10 to 25
Btu/in2-s) for lander engines (Jones, 2012). The regenerative cooled channel subscale testing for these
types of engines can be readily studied assuming the carbo-thermal rig is designed with a heating block
that can deliver the necessary heat fluxes.
2.5

Scope of the Present Research
The research presented in this dissertation will address methane as a cooling propellant used for

lander class engines and its heat transfer characteristics. A subscale test channel will be used along with
varied inlet pressures and varied heat fluxes applied to discern steady state Nusselt number and bulk
Reynolds number parameters. The results will then be presented and discussed in relation to the previous
work conducted on methane by Cook and Van Noord.
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2.6

Objectives and Project Goals
The objective at the Center for Space Exploration Technology Research (cSETR) at the

University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) is to investigate the applicability and heat transfer characteristics
of methane for propulsion research. Results found in this study will then be presented and discussed. A
review of heat transfer devices and empirical equations relevant to methane research will then be
discussed.
Objectives to be completed for the duration of this research are listed below.


Build a carbo-thermal heat rig to investigate the dynamic heat transfer properties of nontoxic fuels for propulsion research.



Build a condensing system to supply the carbo-thermal rig and laboratory experimental
needs of liquid methane.



Investigate flow and heat flux ranges and their effects on liquid methane. For pressure
ranges between 1.03 to 2.07 MPa (150 to 300 psi), and heat flux ranges from 7.5 to 19
MW/m2 (4.6 to 11.6 Btu/in2-s) at an inlet temperature of -100 °C (148 °F).



Generate empirical correlations based on non-dimensional bulk parameters under steady
state conditions.
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Chapter 3: Methane Condensing Mobile Unit
3.1

Technical Approach
A methane condensing mobile unit system was designed and built by cSETR for the carbo-

thermal heat rig. The need for a condensing unit arises for the current experiment due to the minimum
procurement quantities available from the commercial market. These quantities were much too large for
cSETR laboratory needs and storage capability. In order to successfully maintain a reliable condensing
system for propulsion testing at cSETR a step by step approach was followed to validate theory of a 25
Liter (L) (6.6 gallons (gal)) design. First a 1 L (0.26 gal) proof of concept Dewar was fabricated and
tested. Following this, a 2.25 L (0.59 gal) capacity stainless steel (SS) tank was made. After successful
operation it was determined that steady state conditions during testing could not be achieved due to
methane capacity limitations. A larger 10 L (2.64 gal) capacity SS tank was then commissioned for
fabrication and system integration. Once integrated the tank of 10 L (2.64 gal) allowed for steady state
conditions to be achieved during testing.
3.2

Proof Concept
As previously mentioned a 1 L (0.26 gal) Dewar proof of concept condensing apparatus was

designed and tested before building any larger tanks. The system was primarily made for theory
validation of design and to begin building cryogenic experience in the laboratory. The error and
efficiency of the system was also investigated.
3.2.1

Theory and Assumptions
While there are many types of heat exchanger types, a shell coiled-tube heat exchanger was

chosen. Reasoning behind this selection was based on possible failure modes of the heat exchangers
reviewed. These were the counter flow, parallel flow, and shell tube designs. For all the previous two
designs an issue of icing in the line is a possibility. This would restrict flow and cause significant time
delays. In order to avoid this, the shell design was chosen; as icing can still occur in this heat exchanger
it will not hinder condensation or flow. Icing formed on the system (if it did form) would most likely
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occur on the condensing coil in the center of the tank and not obstruct the gaseous inlet or liquid outlet
for the methane.
To begin design of the condensing system, fluids considered for condensation were liquid
nitrogen and gaseous methane. An analysis based on energy required for condensation from liquid
nitrogen to 25 L (6.6 gal) methane in 3 hours was then considered. Based on these considerations the
state points considered for energy calculation were saturated liquid properties for both fluids shown
below in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 State Points For Nitrogen and Methane

The state properties were chosen based on the phase diagram of methane and the tank delivery
pressure of the LN2 from vendors (1.6 MPa (225 pounds per square inch (psi))). The state property for
methane chosen to condense at was 1 MPa (145 psi) because of the higher condensing temperature. The
state property also allows for a range of temperatures to be available during the condensing process.

Figure 3.1 Methane Phase Diagram from 0.0116 MPa to 1000 MPa (Setzmann and Wagner 1991)
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The standard energy form was used to determine first the condensing energy to liquefy methane
and then the mass of nitrogen required. The equation used incorporates the specific energy for gaseous
and liquid methane and the enthalpy of vaporization followed from 298 Kelvin K (536 °R) to 105 K
(189 °R). The same equation was then used to calculate the nitrogen mass necessary for energy balance.
(3.1)
Once this was completed a heat transfer model was formulated to calculate the coil length for
condensation. The model formulated considers natural convection from the methane gas to the outer
condensing coil wall, conduction through the wall of the coil, and finally forced convection from the
inner coil wall to the liquid nitrogen. A phase change of the liquid nitrogen was expected inside the coil.
Two phase heat transfer is still a challenging problem and was not investigated for the condensing
system; rather the calculation for expected heat transfer translating to coil length was determined by
calculating both a cold gas and saturated liquid. Each of the heat transfer considerations were combined
into a heat transfer coefficient U displayed below.

Figure 3.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient
Where hnat is the natural convection heat transfer coefficient, hf is the convective heat transfer
coefficient and k is the thermal conductivity of the coil. Each respective coefficient was found solving
for the Nusselt number, Rayleigh number, Reynolds number, and Prandtl number. Taking the energy
required for condensing from equation (3.1) the length of the need coil could be determined from
Newton’s law of cooling.
(3.2)
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3.2.2

Testing and Error Analysis
Once the theoretical approach was completed, a 1 L (0.26 gal) unit was then designed and built

to verify theoretical assumptions. The unit designed was constructed of a modified 1 L (0.26 gal) Dewar,
SS tubing, Swagelok fittings, liquid nitrogen (LN2), and 99.999 purity (C.P. grade) methane. Once the
system was constructed as shown in Figure 3.3, it was instrumented with an E-Type thermocouple,
scale, and flow meter.

Figure 3.3 Proof of Concept Condensing System
The proof of concept was run for 35 minutes taking data points once each minute. The error
present in the analysis is identified in the measurement devices: flow rate, weight, and the strain loss in
the SS tubing itself. To determine each of the measurement error in the devices and system, pretesting of
the individual components was conducted with the exception of the strain losses inside the SS tubing.
This was because the tubing itself could not be separated from the system itself as the experiment was
conducted. In light of this challenge, an FEA analysis was conducted.
The resulting analysis on each component was combined into an uncertainty analysis shown in
equation (3.3). The error defined for the flow meter was found to be 10%. The error found in the scale
was found to be 0% after 150 trials with no identified hysterisis. The FEA anaylsis also resulted in
showing an error due to line stifness of 1.13% based on compared weight calculation (force exerted on
the SS lines) to experimental weight data.

(3.3)
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The final uncertainty of measurement in the proof of concept experiment was determined to be
10.0636%. This value was then applied to a calculated effectiveness of the proof of concept system. The
effectiveness (ε) was defined as the ratio of actual methane condensed to the theoretical calculated
methane condensed. This can be visualized in equation (3.4)
(3.4)
The effectiveness found was 34.3% +/- 3.45%. This can also be discussed as the rate between the
target condensing time assumed in the above theoretical approach of 10 L (2.64 gal) of methane in 3
hours (h) to the actual amount condensed. The 1 L Dewar condensed amount was found to be 0.125 kg
(0.3 lb) per 35 minutes (min). The performance of the 1 L (0.26 gal) Dewar show that the condensing
rate is at 15% of the target rate itself (or 20 h to produce the full 4.3 kg (9.5 lb)), assuming the 1 L (0.26
gal) Dewar was to produce all 10 L (2.64 gal) of liquid methane (LCH4). However, this comparison
must be taken with the idea that the 1 L (0.26 gal) Dewar does not have the full length of 0.635 cm (0.25
in) SS tubing inside it as the larger 25 L (6.6 gal) Dewar would. In light of this consideration a nondimensional parameter will have to be reviewed to correlate the 1 L (0.26 gal) Dewar results further.
One other aspect not fully explored was the experimental error results, or comparison of multiple
production runs to review the error in experimental not accounted for. This analysis ultimately involves
using the t-test with a confidence interval consideration. Multiple production runs with the 1 L (0.26 gal)
Dewar were not able to be completed do to disposal issues with the LCH4 produced (at that time).
In consideration of the scaled version not based on a non-dimensional parameter and multiple
tests not yet performed on the 1 L (0.26 gal) Dewar proof of concept system, it does function, liquefy
methane, and has been quantified to some degree. Applications of the theory will most likely need to be
further revised, however, as a solution to providing liquid methane in small quantities for cSETR
laboratory needs; a larger system will be built to further analyze theoretical assumptions made.
3.3

Second Generation Condensing Unit
Based on the proof of concept approach, calculations were made using the same theory but

adjusting for larger capacity and a condensing time of 40 minutes. The tanks used for the second
generation unit however were not Dewars. The costs associated with this type of tank construction at
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desired pressure ratings of 3.4 MPa (500 psi) were too expensive or not available to custom build. Tanks
chosen for this system were 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) rated 304 SS Swagelok 2.25 L (0.59 gal) tanks. One of
these tanks was cut and modified to allow for instrumentation and the condensing coil to be
implemented in the tank. Figure 2.4 shows the copper coil and fitted thermocouples. This did void the
6.9 MPa (1000 psi) safety rating for the tank; however, the condensing process as noted earlier is
completed in a 34 kPa (5 psi) methane environment. In the event of a cryogenic flash or over pressure,
pressure relief valves are included inline on the tank.

Figure 3.4 Second MCMU Condensing Tank Outer Coil (a) and Mounted with Insulation and
Instrumentation (b)
3.3.1 Initial Testing and Issues
Upon initial testing of the condensing system, the methane tank was run for more than 2 hours
with supplied liquid nitrogen. No methane was condensed. It was found that the tank itself was
inhibiting the process due to the high mass of metal compared to the condensing coil 4 m (12 ft) and the
wall temperature. The proof of concept system featured a vacuum insulated Dewar that created a strong
thermal barrier for the condensing process; the second generation system lacked this thermal barrier. To
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remedy the problem, it was determined that the tank temperature needed to be reduced and maintained at
colder temperatures for condensing to occur. Hence the second generation condensing system features
two tanks wrapped in outer copper coils supplied with liquid nitrogen to prevent the tank material from
becoming a heat source and inhibiting condensation of the methane. Both tanks also are also custom
wrapped with Aspen Cryogel © to insulate them from the ambient temperatures. Each tank was wrapped
with three layers of Cryogel. Each individual outer cooling coil is controlled by a manual valve that is
set dynamically during condensing. Each valve is set so that the tank temperature is maintained and
liquid exiting is minimized (to conserve liquid nitrogen use).
A secondary issue arose during methane transfer from one tank to another. Once condensing was
completed, using gravity, the transfer valve was manually opened to allow methane to fill the run tank.
Using the thermocouples in the condensing tank to monitor the liquid methane level, it was observed
that the methane was not transferring. A vapor lock situation was occurring inside the run tank below
when liquid methane would enter it. The ullage would become trapped, locking the system. To alleviate
the problem a Swagelok tee was bored to allow passage of a 0.635 cm (0.25 in) SS tube through it and
into the run tank. The 90° connection of the tee (non-parallel connection) was then fitted with a vent line
to allow the ullage in the run tank to ventilate and allow the liquid methane to fill the tank.
3.4

Third Generation Condensing Unit
Building on lessons learned with both previous systems a larger capacity SS tank condensing

unit was commissioned to be built. The approach was simply scaled from the established theory
determined through the proof of concept theory and methodology. The price of commissioning an
insulated Dewar of this size was again deemed too expensive and a metal lined tank similar to the
second condensing unit was chosen. The unit was designed to condense 10 L (2.64 gal) of methane in
roughly 90 minutes. The tank features an 18.3 m (60 ft) 0.635 cm (0.25 in) SS tubing double helix coil
inside. The coil has a 5.08 cm (4 in) inner coil and a 15.24 cm (6 in) outer coil. Eight thermocouple ports
are evenly spaced along the side of the condenser to allow for liquid methane level monitoring. The tank
was ASME certified for cryogenic operation up to 500 psi maximum allowable working pressure
(MAWP).
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Figure 3.5 10 L (2.64 gal) Methane Condensing Tank
A key feature to this condensing iteration was the single tank feature that allows for direct
delivery of liquid methane and avoids a transfer. The tank was also lined with a liquid supplied outer
coil for additional cooling using 22.86 m (75 ft) 0.635 cm (0.25 in) copper tubing. In a similar fashion to
the previous system the tank was wrapped in three layers of Cryogel insulation. The tank was then
integrated using similar valves and tubing connections to the MCMU.
3.4.1 Testing Perfomance
The third generation condensing tank operated without issue and simplified procedures. The
condensing time noted for liquefaction of 4 L (1.05 gal) was roughly 40 min. Steady operation of the
system has consistently provided ample supply of liquid methane and now requires multiple liquid
nitrogen tanks and methane K-bottles. The single condensing / run tank feature has aided in avoiding
many of the transfer issues found with the second system.
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3.5

Methane Condensing Mobile Unit (MCMU)
Once tank construction was completed, they assembled into a mobile cart. This was necessary

for laboratory modularity in supplying multiple experimental set ups with cryogenic methane. The unit
was assembled with K-bottle tanks of helium and methane, tanks and SS Swagelok piping, valves, and
electrical interface. Figure 3.6 displayed below shows the MCMU. The electrical interface allows for
power to 5 actuated valves and signal processing for two cryogenic pressure transducers.

Figure 3.6 Methane Mobile Condensing Unit (MCMU)
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Chapter 4: Carbo-Thermal Rig
4.1 Technical Approach
The carbo-thermal rig designed and built for this project at cSETR consists of 6 major parts:
cartridge heaters, heating block, test section, cradle, test stand, and vacuum chamber. These components
combine to generate a conductive hot wall with constant heat flux on a test section containing the
channel geometry to be studied. The carbo-thermal rig design was based on work discussed previously
by Bates et al (2004). Whereas their design incorporated many moving parts, the cSETR design is more
simplified and includes no moving parts. The cSETR test section itself is also differently designed to
allow for more modularity in testing different geometries. Also the turn-around time for machining,
installation and cost of the test sections is reduced by using a single heating block. The AFRL design
requires a specialized test section and heating block for each type of test. Incorporating the general
function and approach of the AFRL carbo-thermal rig, the cSETR design meets the general requirements
for a heat transfer rig while implementing simple design aspects.
4.2 Heating Block and Cartridge Heaters
To provide sufficient heat flux to a test section, a large block was designed from C12200 copper.
The heating block measures 10.16 x 10.16 x 17.78 centimeters (cm) (4 x 4 x 7 inches). It features a
rectangular prism with a pyramid tapered top section of 45° and 33.69° to a 5.08 x 2.54 cm (2 x 1 in)
cross section. This can be seen in Figure 4.1. The tapered portion of the heating block allows for
geometric heating to a smaller contact area. This not only increases the heat flux per area but also
distributes the heat evenly across the smaller surface area.
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Figure 4.1 Heating Block Side Views and Dimensioned in inches [millimeters]

Figure 4.2 Heating Block Top View and Dimensioned in inches [millimeters]
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Figure 4.3 Heating Block with Drilled Holes for Heating Cartridges
The block also has 25 milled channels designed in the center of the block itself. These channels
are 0.635 cm (0.25 in) diameter 12.7 cm (5 in) deep to house 120 volt (V) 400 watt (W) cartridge heaters
made by Gordo Sales Inc.

Figure 4.4 Gordo Sales Cartridge Heaters [0.635 cm (0.25 in) Diameter x 12.7 cm (5 in) Long]
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When the heating block is fully configured they provide enough power to reach 10 kW. The
maximum operating temperature for the cartridge heaters is 700 °C (1300 °F) with a peak temperature of
750 °C (1400 °F). The melting temperature of C12200 copper is roughly 1080 °C (1976 °F), leaving a
sufficient amount of temperature difference for planned operational temperatures up to 650 °C (1200
°F).
4.3

Cradle
The cradle used in the carbo-thermal rig fits on top of the heating block and in between the test

stand. The main function of the cradle is to apply pressure on the test section to the heating block and
provide a stable connection of the block to the test stand. The cradle also has machined features to allow
for thermocouple access to the test section. In between the cradle and heating block a ceramic alumina
plate is fitted to protect the cradle from the high temperatures of the heating block. The dimensions of
the cradle are displayed below. The depth of the cradle is 5.08 cm (2 in) thick.

Figure 3.5 Cradle Front View Dimensioned in inches [millimeters]
4.4 Test section
The test section for the carbo-thermal rig system features a modular design space of 5.08 x 2.54
x 2.54 cm (2 x 1 x 1 in). Within this space a single, multi, or varied cross sectional channel geometry
may be tested. The test section material may also be varied as well. The test sections used currently is a
NASA derived square channel design featuring 5.08 cm (2 in) inlet and outlet length before the main test
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section to allow for fully developed flow. The square cross section dimensions measure 0.178 x 0.178
cm (0.07 x 0.07 in). Along the top portion of the test section, six 0.316 cm (0.125 in) holes with 0.81 cm
(0.32 in) spacing were made to support 6 thermocouples. The holes go to a depth just about 0.102 cm
(0.04 in) and have 0.81 cm spacing in between them. The finished test article was manufactured from
C18150 copper for its elevated strength properties at around 650 °C (1200 °F) can be seen in Figure 4.6
below.

Figure 4.6 NASA square single channel test article
The above test article was developed by a joint effort between NASA Johnson Space Center
(JSC), NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF), and UTEP cSETR to investigate subscale testing of a
regenerative cooling channel for an ascent main engine on a lander test bed being flown by JSC. The
dimensions of the cross sectional area are based on investigating the design space of the regenerative
cooling channels and does not specifically reflect final or approved engine design parameters for the
actual regenerative cooled engine to be built by NASA. The test article and respective data, however
will offer useful and insightful data on cooling parameters of the fluid and geometrical design.
4.5

Test Stand and Vacuum Chamber
The test stand supports the assembly of the heating block, cartridge heaters, cradle, and test

section. It is constructed of 304 SS and welded together. It is constructed of 0.032 cm (0.125 in) thick
SS plate and four 25.4 cm (10 in) L-shaped legs. The dimensions and integration sizing can be seen in
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the following figures. The top plate of the test stand also features two holes that allow or mechanical
bolting of the cradle to the stand. The height is fully adjustable with respect to length of the bolt and
height of the heating block.

Figure 4.7 Test Stand Front View Dimensioned in inches [millimeters]
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Figure 4.8 Test Stand Top View Dimensioned in inches [millimeters]
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Figure 4.9 Test Stand Assembled ¾ View
The vacuum chamber used is produced by the Kurt J. Lesker Company. It is a 316 SS bell jar
design with multiple feedthroughs for optical, fluid, and electrical support for internal experimentation.
The vacuum chamber is used in a horizontal orientation along with a door hinge to support the end cap.

Figure 4.10 Vacuum Chamber CAD Showing Test Stand Integration
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The inner diameter of the the vacuum chamber is 45.72 cm (18 in) and 91 cm (36 in) deep. The main
purpose of running the carbo-thermal rig in the vacuum chamber is to minimize the convective heat
transfer losses to atmosphere.

Figure 4.11 Assembled Carbothermal Heat Rig Main Components
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Chapter 5: System Integration and Procedure
5.1

MCMU and Carbo-Thermal Rig
The complete system includes a hot side and cold side. The hot side is the carbo-thermal rig and

vacuum chamber. The cold side is the mobile condensing unit supplying liquid methane. The integration
of both systems was designed into each individual system by using a universal 316 SS tube size of 0.64
cm (0.25 in). In the schematic shown in Figure 5.1 the complete piping layout can be viewed. The only
three components that are specific to the system integration are liquid nitrogen tanks, back pressure
needle valve, and exhaust ventilation for laboratory safety. Each system when connected is wired and
powered by a central control system. These components and their function will be discussed in the
following sections.

Figure 5.1 Carbo-Thermal Rig System Schematic
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5.2

Flow and Pressure Measurement
The requirements of the system mandate that all major wetted components used in the system

must be compatible with cryogenic temperatures and fluid specifications. The pressure transducers used
are 3.45 MPa (500 psi) Omega PX1005L1-500AV Thin Film Pressure Transducer. The pressure
transducer specifications are a 30 mVdc full range output with 10 Vdc excitation input. The accuracy of
the device is 0.25% full scale output with a temperature range of -196 °C to 149 °C (-320 °F to 300 °F).

Figure 5.2 Omega Thin Film Pressure Transducer
Three pressure transducers are used in the system to measure tank pressure, inlet pressure to the test
section and a final measurement at the outlet of the test section.
The pressure transducers are powered and filtered by Omega Engineering DIN Process Meters to
convert the 3 to 30 mV signal to a 0 to 10 V resolution for data acquisition (DAQ) signal recording and
for a live meter to see pressures in real time aside from computer graphical user interface (GUI)
metering. The DIN units provide user defined excitation voltage and user defined output signal (amps or
voltage in various resolution). The DIN signal conversion also offers resolution for more accessible
visualization of signal changes in pressure data.

Figure 5.3 DIN Process Meter
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The flow meter used in the system to read mass flow rate is a Hoffer Ho Series flow meter. The
accuracy is +/- 0.1% of full scale with a excitation voltage of 13-30 Vdc. Operating fluid temperature
the flow meter can handle is a range of -268 °C to 232 °C (-450 °F to 450 °F). The flow meter is installed
in before the inlet pressure transducer and read flow rates from 0.095 to 17 Liter per minute (LPM) (0.25
to 4.5 US gallons per minute (GPM)).

Figure 5.4 Hoffer Ho Series Flow Meter
5.3

Temperature Measurement
Thermocouples used in the system are for wetted fluid measurements and skin temperature

measurements. Both the Carbo-thermal rig and the MCMU use these measurements each with their
respective type of thermocouple. All the wetted thermocouples are introduced into the line via Swagelok
fitting to ensure a leak proof connection.
5.3.1

Wetted Thermocouples
The wetted thermocouples that can be found on the system are used in four areas: 1) inlet

pressure transducer, 2) inlet to the test section in the vacuum chamber, 3) outlet to the test section in the
vacuum chamber, and 4) inside the MCMU condensing tank. The temperature measurements on the
pressure transducer, inlet, and outlet are primarily used to determine bulk fluid properties and inlet
conditions. The wetted measurements are placed with sufficient entry length to the test section to avoid
flow disruption. There are 5 thermocouples used in the MCMU condensing tank are placed at 5.08 cm (2
in) intervals along the length of the tank. These measurements identify the liquid level during
condensing to prevent icing and verify condensing is taking place. All wetted thermocouples used in the
system are the nickel-chromium vs. copper nickel (E-Type) thermocouples from Omega Engineering. E38

Type thermocouples were chosen because of their temperature range of -200 °C to 900 °C (-328 °F to
1652 °F).

Figure 5.5 Omega E-Type Thermocouple with Swage Fitting
5.3.2

Skin Measurement Thermocouples
The skin measurement thermocouples can be found on the system in 3 main areas: 1) test section

skin measurements, 2) heating block measurements, and 3) run tank temperature of the MCMU. Six
measurements are taken along the length of the test section with 0.81 cm (0.32 in) spacing between each
measurement location. The skin temperature measurements on the test section identify the heat transfer
effects undertaken by the fluid (in this case liquid methane) along the axial length of the channel being
tested. The heating block has four measurements points that provide its current temperature. These
measurements directly follow into determining the heat flux at any time during a test and as a safety
measurement to insure component life and prevent any overheating of the system. The run tank
temperature measurement in used for chill in verification to ensure that liquid methane transfer can
begin without flashing and minimize losing condensed methane during transfer. The thermocouples used
for the skin temperature measurements are nickel-chromium vs. nickel-aluminum (K-Type) and the
thermocouple used for the MCMU run tank skin measurement is an E-Type also from Omega
Engineering. The temperature range for K-Type thermocouples is -200 °C to 1250 °C (-328 °F to 2282
°F).
5.4

System Valves

5.4.1

Manual Valves
Three types of valves are used in the system: Swagelok quarter turn valves, cryogenic manual

valves, and actuated cryogenic valves. The Swagelok quarter turn valves are used to allow supply of
helium to the run tank, purge the helium line, provide methane to the condensing tank, and allow
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evacuation of the tanks and system lines via vacuum pump. The valves themselves are 6.9 MPa (1000
psi) pressure rated and are sized for 0.635 cm (0.25 in) 316 SS tubing. The cryogenic manual valves
used in the system are short stem globe valve made of brass and manufactured from RegO Products. The
valve is designed to be compatible with female 0.635 cm (0.25 in) national pipe tapered (NPT)
connections at a pressure rating of 4.1 MPa (600 psi).
Six of these valves are used on the system, five for the MCMU and one for the exhaust system.
The valves used for the MCMU control emergency venting of the condensing tank (MCVe1), venting
control of the top condensing tank outer coil supplying LN2 (MN2), venting control of the bottom run
tank outer coil supplying LN2 (MN3), and the transfer valves allowing for filling and ullage venting of
liquid methane when filling the run tank with the condensing tank cryogen (MC2 and MCVe2). All of
these valves can be identified in Figure 5.1 at the beginning of the chapter.
The needle valve and exhaust valve not shown in Figure 5.1 is used to provide back pressure to
the system and seal the system when being evacuated. The needle valve implemented before exhaust
valve is a Dragon Valves Inc. made of 316 SS with female 0.635 cm (0.25 in) NPT fittings. The
maximum operating pressure for the needle valve is 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) at -223 °C (-370 °F).

Figure 5.6 Dragon Valve Inc. Needle Valve
5.4.2

Actuated Valves
The actuated valves used in the system allow for direct control of various procedural actions in

time spans shorter than tenths of a second. The valves used for this application are cryogen rated Gems
Sensor and Controls “D-Cryo Series Solenoid Valve” with female 0.635 cm (0.25 in) NPT fittings. The
maximum pressure rating for the valves is 2.6 MPa (375 psi). The power requirements for the valves are
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12 Vdc at 1.25 amps (A). Four of these valves are used in the MCMU system to supply LN2 to the
condensing system and outer tank coils, control LN2 chill in of the system lines, helium pressurization of
the run tank, and run tank actuation to flow liquid methane through the system. Power and control of
these valves will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 5.7 Gems Sensor and Controls D-Cryo Series Solenoid Valve
4.5

Vacuum Pumps
Two different vacuum pumps are used to conduct heat transfer experiments. One pump is used to

pull vacuum on the system lines that come in contact with the fluid and the second pump is used to pull
vacuum on the experimental heating set up inside the vacuum chamber to reduce convective losses to
the atmosphere during testing.
The first vacuum pump is a smaller unit used to ensure no air or other fluids are present in the
MCMU tanks and system SS tube lines. The cryogenic fluid used in the system can cause atmospheric
air to liquefy or freeze. This in turn can cause the system to lock up, preventing fluid flow, or create a
dangerous oxidizer/fuel mixture with liquid methane. Both situations are undesirable, and in turn are
avoided by using the Rocker 300 pump to remove air and other fluids in the system. It can pull a max
vacuum of 0.11 Torr (.002 psi) at 2 LPM (0.53 GPM).
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Figure 5.8 Rocker 300 Vacuum Pump
The second vacuum pump is a XDS 5 scroll pump manufactured by Edwards. The main purpose
of this pump is to pull vacuum and maintain the vacuum condition in the vacuum chamber during
experimentation. The pump is capable of pulling dry or wet fluid at 6.7 m3/h (4.0 ft3/min) to a minimum
pressure of 4.5 x 10-2 Torr (8.7 x 10-4 psi).

Figure 5.9 Edwards XDS 5 Scroll Vacuum Pump
5.6

Power Requirements
The carbo-thermal rig system uses different power sources for the many components in

operation. Both alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) power sources are incorporated to
provide excitation voltages for measurement devices, activate valves, and heating cartridges. The power
systems for the carbo-thermal rig system can be separated into DC power requirements and AC power
requirements.
5.6.1

DC Power Requirements
DC powered components in the system use two quad output DC power supply units made by

Extech Instruments. The units each provide channels with 0 to 30 Vdc up to 5 A with selectable constant
voltage and constant current modes.
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Figure 5.10 Extech Instruments Quad DC Power Supply
These units specifically adhere to the power needs for the actuated solenoid valves (12Vdc), flow meter
(15Vdc), and solid state relays (5Vdc). The solid state relays are used to control the activation of the
heating cartridges inside the heating block. Currently 6 solid state relays are being used in the system
and each power 3 heating cartridges. The solid state relays used are provided from Omega engineering
with a DC control voltage from 3 to 30 Vdc, power supply voltage from 24 to 240 Vac at a max current
of 50 A.

Figure 5.11 Omega Solid State Relay
The heating cartridges themselves require 120 Vac at roughly 3.33 A for 400 W of power input.
Through testing experience, it was determined to only load each solid state relay with 3 cartridges at a
time. Loading the relays with more than 3 cartridges at a time caused the circuit breakers to activate
during heating, this interrupted test operations. While the relay is designed to handle up to 50 A of
current, the power sources in the laboratory are only rated to 20 A. To avoid any circuit breaker
activation, only 3 cartridges are used per relay. Current testing only requires temperatures up to 450 °C
(850 °F) and does not require all 25 cartridges to be mounted in the heating block. When higher
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temperatures will be tested, the heating block will require 9 solid state relays to control and activate 25
heating cartridges. A wiring diagram depicting the current solid state relay wiring with cartridge heaters
can be found in the appendix under Figure A.1.
5.5.2

AC Power Requirements
Power requirements for AC components in the system are all 120 Vac at varied amp levels. The

components using AC power are CPU, oscilloscope, DC power supplies, cartridge heaters, DIN process
meters, and vacuum pumps. Under the current carbo-thermal rig system configuration, the system
requires eight 120 Vac 20 A power connections supported through the cSETR laboratory at a minimum
of 65 A. If the full 25 heating cartridges are installed and powered the requirements would change to 11
120 Vac 20 A power connections at a minimum of 89 A.
5.6

Data Acquisition
The data recorded for the carbo-thermal rig system is maintained by Lab View 9.0 software from

Native Instruments (NI). The software allows for GUI development along with NI DAQ USB and serial
port interface devices converting analog signal from measurement devices in the system to digitized data
for later analysis. The GUI is custom tailored by the user to represent useful data measurements in real
time and logged to a csv file for later analysis. The GUI designed for the carbo-thermal rig system is
displayed below in Figure 5.12. The GUI features temperature readings along the MCMU condensing
tank, MCMU run tank, heating block, test section, fluid inlet and outlet, and cradle. The pressure reading
of the MCMU run tank and system inlet/outlet are also displayed on the GUI. Each of the measurements
seen on the GUI are recorded at 10 hertz (Hz) to an accessible csv file. Also included in the GUI is a real
time plot of the test section temperature measurements to observe temperature differences during a test.
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Figure 5.12 NI Lab View 9.0 Carbo-Thermal Rig GUI
The DAQ systems used to record and provide real time data to the Lab View software two NI
USB 9213 16 channel thermocouple units, and one SCC-68 unit to read pressure transducer data. The NI
USB 9213 is capable of reading all 16 thermocouple channels up to 100 Hz with internal noise signal
filtering. Two units are used due to individual channel failure on the first unit. The NI SCC-68 is a 68
pin terminal block with expandable slots. The DAQ is more of an all-purpose signal unit for recording
multiple types of measurements (voltage, amperage, etc.) built to interact with a NI 6220 DAQ PCI card
installed on the CPU. The NI 6220 PCI DAQ card can record up to 250 kHz.

Figure 5.13 NI USB 9213, NI SCC-68, NI 6220 PCI DAQ Units
5.7

Safety Equipment
Cryogenic fluids present many hazards that can harm human beings and create a dangerous

situation in a laboratory as well. To mitigate many of these potential hazards safety equipment is used in
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the rig system and by laboratory personnel. Safety components used in the rig system are pressure relief
valves between liquid trap points on all SS tubing connections, cryogenic rated components and
materials compatible with the particular cryogen being used. Other safety considerations in the rig
system are passively implemented, such as temperature limits and real time display of pressures in
different parts of the system. These can be used to monitor heating block temperatures, vacuum chamber
pressure, tank pressure, and line pressures. Adequate ventilation and carbo-thermal rig laboratory test
requirements are also followed for testing. These include 30 minute delay between any testing in the
laboratory and the startup of rig testing, no testing restriction during rig testing, and a 30 minute delay
between any testing post carbo-thermal rig testing.
In addition to system components, PPE equipment is used and required by laboratory personnel.
This includes and not limited to cryogen approved gloves, apron, safety glasses, face shield, oxygen
detector, and methane detector. Personnel interacting with the cryogenic fluids are required to use all
PPE at all times during testing. The methane and oxygen detectors protect the laboratory and testing
personnel from low oxygen asphyxiation and methane exposure as cryogens can expand 600 to 800
times when gasifying (Flynn 1997). The methane detector is also important in identifying a leak
situation in which testing ceases until the problem is identified and fixed.
5.8

Test Procedure
Test procedures follow a vigorous step by step sequence to ensure safety, repeatable testing, and

quality data. The test sequence begins with a leak check of the entire system and instrument check to
ensure measurements taken are correct. The entire fluid system is then evacuated and held at vacuum to
ensure minimal absence of atmosphere inside the system. The vacuum chamber is also evacuated to
roughly 9 x 10-2 Torr (1.7 x 10-3 psi). Once this is completed a standard operating procedure (SOP) is
followed to begin methane condensing and rig heating. The condensing process takes about 120 minutes
to complete depending on how much methane is to be condensed. MCMU condensing tank levels are
monitored until the desired liquid methane volume is condensed. During this time the heating block is
brought up to test temperature at a ramp rate of 0.05 °C per second (s).
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Once condensing has been completed, the methane is then pressurized for delivery to the test
section. Once the liquid methane is pressurized, the delivery lines are chilled in with LN2 to the
appropriate inlet conditions. The tank is pressurized with helium to the desired test condition specified
per test matrix. The needle valve is also adjusted during chill in to provide the appropriate back pressure
for the delivery line. Once the inlet temperature, tank pressure, needle valve, and heating block
temperature are all at the desired levels, the DAQ recording system is initialized and methane is
delivered to the test article. Once the run tank is empty, the system is purged with helium and nitrogen
for 5 minutes to ensure residual methane is diluted and ventilated out of the system.
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Chapter 6: Test Results
6.1

Test Matrices
Two different test matrices were made to follow during testing. The first one shown in Table 6.1

was used for transient testing. The data gathered from these tests were completed using the second
generation MCMU. The test matrix covers tank pressures from 1.03 MPa (150 psi) to 2.07 MPa (300
psi), heat flux from 1.2 MW/m2 to 3.8 MW/m2 (0.73 to 2.32 Btu/in2-s) at an inlet temperature of -100 °C
(-148 °F). In all 20 tests were conducted with 2.25 L (0.59 gal) of liquid methane. The pressure and heat
flux were varied across the 20 tests by holding pressure constant or heat flux constant.
The second test matrix entails test points similar to the first. The tank pressure range was kept the
same, but the heat flux level was different. The heat flux levels applied to the test article for both test
series are presented in the next section. Table 6.2 displays the heat flux ranges tested. The pressure was
varied from 1.03 MPa (150 psi) to 2.07 MPa (300 psi). The heat flux plied to the test article was varied
from 3.9 MW/m2 to 19.0 MW/m2 (2.37 to 11.63 Btu/in2-s) at an inlet temperature of -100 °C (-148 °F).
In all tests conducted the 10 L (2.64 gal) condensing system was used. The amount of liquid methane
applied to each test was dependent on when steady state conditions were met during testing. Typical
liquid methane amounts were between 4 L and 10 L (1.05 gal and 2.64 gal).
Table 6.1 Transient Test Matrix
Tank Pressure 000
Block Temp C
250
300
350
400
450

Channel Type:
Rated Heat Flux
(kW/m^2)
1200
1700
2200
2500
3800

Square 1.88 x 1.88 mm
RE

Heat transfer Coeff

Nu

Inlet Temperature C
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
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Table 6.2 Steady State Test Matrix
Tank Pressure 000
Block Temp C
200
250
300
350
400
450

6.2

Channel Type:
Rated Heat Flux
(kW/m^2)
3900
5400
7500
9700
13700
19000

Square 1.88 x 1.88 mm
RE

Heat transfer Coeff

Nu

Inlet Temperature C
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100

Water Calorimeter Test
To begin testing liquid methane in the system, the heat flux for any given test section must be

measured to account for heating losses in the system. The heat flux was measured by conducting a water
calorimeter test. For the test, the heating block was kept at different temperatures shown in each test
matrix above. Each test was run at steady state with minimum temperature and flow rate change. Data
recorded was completed for 2 minutes (min) to verify steady state conditions. Figure 5.1 and figure 5.2
shows the results from the water flowing through the system under test conditions.

Figure 6.1 Ambient Cooled Test Section and Heating Block Water Calorimeter Test Displaying Heat
Flux vs. Block Temperature
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Figure 6.2 Vacuum Cooled Test Section and Heating Block Water Calorimeter Test Displaying Heat
Flux vs. Block Temperature
The heat flux parameters were calculated using an approach that involved calculating the fluid
energy absorption defined by the steady state energy equation (6.1).
q  m water  Cpwater  Twater

(6.1)

The heat flux for the test section surface area was then calculated based on the 5.08 cm (2 in) test
section length.
q 

q
Dhyd  Length

(6.2)

The heat flux data found for these block temperatures were then used to calibrate the system for
testing the appropriate conditions defined in each test matrix. These define the applicable rocket engine
cases that can be studied with the rig.
6.2.1 Differing Heat Flux
The two heat flux profiles displayed have different heat flux values due to oxidation of the test
rig. Test procedures followed during the transient testing allowed for the heating block inside the
vacuum chamber to cool in ambient air once a test was concluded. It was determined that the test section
and heating block then reacted with the ambient air, resulting in an oxidation layer forming between
then. The oxidation layer acted as a thermal barrier between the contact surfaces, reducing heat flux. The
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test procedures were then revised to maintain the system to be held in vacuum during cooling. The
second heat flux profile then resulted from improved thermal contact.
6.2

Mass Flow rate calibration
The mass flow rate of the system was calibrated to account for varying changes of pressure drop

through the system. The flow meter and change in pressure from the tank to the first in line pressure
measurement were correlated. The tank pressure for each test could then be set and the measured
pressure drop could be directly linked to a corresponding mass flow rate. The results of this calibration
are found in Figure 6.3 below.

Figure 6.3 Methane Mass Flow Rate vs. System Pressure Drop
6.3

Transient Methane Testing
The data shown in the following charts all consist of transient data. The MCMU methane volume

capacity is limited to 2.25 L (0.59 gal). For each test the following plots were made displaying
thermocouple temperature change with time for the axial test section, wetted inlet, and wetted outlet
thermocouples. The plots displayed show these temperature profiles for non-dimensional temperature
(Twall/Tinlet), non-dimensional distance (distance/length), and time. Using NIST REFPROP, the inlet
condition of methane was verified to be in the liquid state and was only used in the analysis. Mass flow
values were taken from the previously presented chart in Figure 6.3 based on test pressure drop found
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between the tank and the inlet pressure transducer. The heat transfer coefficient was then determined
using these values for each individual axial log mean wall temperature on the test section. The values are
then plotted for local heat transfer coefficient, non-dimensional distance, and time. After this was done
each test case was analyzed for the average heat transfer coefficient based on bulk Reynolds number.
This was then applied to each time scale value considered for each test case and an average Nusselt
number. The data points for all test cases are then combined in a single plot and displayed for average
experimental Nusselt number, bulk Reynolds number, and time.

Figure 6.4 Transient Temperature Distribution for 1.03 MPa (150 psi) Tank Pressure
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Figure 6.5 Transient Temperature Distribution for 1.72 MPa (250 psi) Tank Pressure

Figure 6.6 Transient Temperature Distribution for 2.06 (300 psi) Tank Pressure
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From Figures 5.4 to 5.6 a downward trend is seen from each test condition. Also noted is the
change in temperature between tests. A lower temperature for the highest pressure tested would be
expected but this is not the case. This could be the cause of some experimental error in the test
procedure or due to the fact that tests conducted at the highest pressures had only a few seconds of liquid
inlet conditions compared to lengthier liquid conditions for lower pressures. This should be more
evident in the non-dimensional 3-D temperature plots below. Figure 6.7 displays a sectioned test to help
visualize how each test was broken up into time sections based on liquid inlet conditions. Each test was
independently evaluated as the exact time of the liquid inlet condition varied from test to test.

Figure 6.7 Transient Non-Dimensional Time Sectioning for Temperature Distribution at 1.03 MPa (150
psi) Tank Pressure
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Figure 6.8 Transient Non-Dimensional 3-D Temperature Distribution for 1.03 MPa (150 psi) Tank
Pressure
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Figure 6.9 Transient Non-Dimensional 3-D Temperature Distribution for 1.72 MPa (250 psi) Tank
Pressure
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Figure 6.10 Transient Non-Dimensional 3-D Temperature Distribution for 2.06 MPa (300 psi) Tank
Pressure
The non-dimensional plots show a more drastic relationship between measurement points and
now time. As time progresses all plots show a cooling effect as noted previously. The final time points
shown have a lot of deviation at one point in the test section; these deviations are likely caused by
methane running out. The next plots will show the local heat transfer coefficients calculated for each
axial position on the test section.
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Figure 6.11 Transient Local Heat Transfer Coefficient for 1.03 MPa (150 psi) Tank Pressure

Figure 6.12 Transient Local Heat Transfer Coefficient for 1.72 MPa (250 psi) Tank Pressure
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Figure 6.13 Transient Local Heat Transfer Coefficient for 2.06 MPa (300 psi) Tank Pressure
The local heat transfer coefficients show an increasing fashion per timeline due to temperature
decreasing in the test section. Earlier temperature fluctuations previously discussed follow into later time
series heat transfer coefficients also. Steady state conditions were not reached during testing as noted by
the increasing heat transfer coefficient. There is no significant variance between local heat transfer
coefficients along the axial direction of the test section initially. As the time sections progress, variance
of the local heat transfer coefficients is seen along the axis of the test section. The larger fluctuations are
seen at final time sections are believed to be indicating liquid methane supply depletion. The local heat
transfer coefficient plots for each test case were integrated for each time series to determine the average
heat transfer coefficient. Once this was done the average Nusselt number was plotted vs. bulk Reynolds
number for each time series.
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6.14 Transient Average Nusselt Number vs. Reynolds Number with the NASA Rocketdyne (Cook,
1984) and Seider-Tate Theoretical Correlations (Cengel, 2003)
The plot displays 84 points with an increasing trend with increasing Reynolds (Re) number. Each
test series is represented in this plot by a time stamp. Not all test series conducted lasted for the same
amount of time and because of this the time “zero,” shown in Figure 6.7, was started at acceptable liquid
inlet conditions. Each time step was then considered for each test as long as the inlet conditions
remained in the liquid state. For Re number between about 270000 and 320000 a slight break in scatter
is noted. The Nusselt number was found to increase with Re number with a maximum value of 858.
Figure 6.14 also displays the transient data plotted with the Seider-Tate Correlation (Cengel, 2003) and
NASA methane correlation (Cook, 1984) found in heat transfer theory.
6.5 Steady State Methane Testing
The data shown in the following charts all consist of steady state data. The MCMU methane
volume capacity is limited to 10 L (2.64 gal). For each test, the following plots were made displaying
thermocouple temperature change for the axial test section, wetted inlet, and wetted outlet
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thermocouples. Determination of areas of steady state conditions were analyzed by verifying 0.5 (or
less) temperature difference variance between the inlet and outlet wetted thermocouple measurements.
The values were then averaged for 10 seconds (or 100 data points) and assumed to represent the steady
state response for the particular test point. Using NIST REFPROP, the inlet condition of methane was
verified to be in the liquid state and was only used in the analysis. Mass flow values were also taken
from the previously presented chart in Figure 6.3 based on test pressure drop found between the tank and
the inlet pressure transducer. The local heat transfer coefficient was then determined using these values
for each individual axial log mean wall temperature difference on the test section. The local heat transfer
coefficient values were then calculated over the non-dimensional distance of the test section. After this
was done, each test case was analyzed for the average heat transfer coefficient based on bulk Reynolds
number. This was then applied to each test case and an average Nusselt number. The data points for all
test cases are then combined in a single plot and displayed for average experimental Nusselt number vs.
bulk Reynolds number, experimental Nusselt number vs. theoretical Nusselt number, and nondimensional experimental Nusselt number over theoretical Nusselt number vs. bulk Reynolds number.
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Figure 6.15 Steady State Temperature Distribution for 1.03 MPa (150 psi) Tank Pressure
The plot displayed above is a representation of how each test case was analyzed for steady state
response of the test section to the applied constant heat flux. The relative change in temperature
difference of the bulk inlet and outlet wetted thermocouples was evaluated to be within 0.5 variance
over 10 seconds. The identified area was then averaged and assumed, as mentioned earlier, to represent
the steady state temperature reaction. Presented below are the steady state non-dimensional correlations
for experimental Nusselt number, bulk Reynolds number, and theoretical Nusselt number.
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Figure 6.16 Steady State Nusselt Number vs. Bulk Reynolds Number Correlation

Figure 6.17 Steady State Experimental Nusselt Number vs. Theoretical Nusselt Number Correlation
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Figure 6.18 Steady State Experimental / Theoretical Nusselt Number Ratio vs. Bulk Reynolds Number
The non-dimensional correlations presented above show dispersion for a Reynolds number range
of 20000 to 140000. The range for experimental Nusselt numbers was found to be from 18 to 234 and
1981 to 10754 for theoretical Nusselt numbers. The data in Figure 6.16 displays an increasing trend
similar to the one seen in the Transient plot shown in Figure 6.14. The theoretical Nusselt number
correlation chosen to compare the experimental data with is the same used for the NASA Rocketdyne
test data presented by Cook (1984). The trend shown in Figure 6.17 shows an increasing rough linear
relationship. Figure 6.18 displays the experimental and theoretical Nusselt number ratio for bulk
Reynolds numbers. These values fall within the range of 0.8 to 1.2 Nusselt number ratio.
A final plot is presented below displaying combined NASA Rocketdyne test data and UTEP
cSETER results. Two trend lines are presented in the plot to evaluate the slope for each data set.
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Figure 6.19 NASA Rocketdyne and UTEP Experimental vs. Theoretical Nusselt Number Comparison
(Cook, 1984)

Figure 6.20 Zoomed Range NASA Rocketdyne and UTEP Experimental vs. Theoretical Nusselt
Number Comparison (Cook, 1984)
The charts above are the same data set, but differ in experimental Nusselt number range on the x
axis. This was done to allow for closer visual inspection of the UTEP data set only. As shown the
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dispersion of data is similar and increasing in a linear fashion. The slope of each trend line is also in
close agreement. Both trend lines were anchored to the Cartesian (0,0) point of each plot to evaluate the
linearity of the data. There is a distinct break between both data sets. The cause of this aspect shown in
the plots is related to the experimental bulk Reynolds number test points chosen for each data set. The
Reynolds numbers for each data set are significantly different as inlet pressures differed in magnitude up
to 30 MPa (4400 psi). The values for the NASA Rocketdyne (Cook, 1984) are representative of turbo
pump fed propulsion system operating with supercritical methane. The values tested and presented in
this work are representative of a blow down propulsion system operating with subcritical subcooled
methane.
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Proposed Tasks
7.1

Discussion
The charts presented in the previous chapter present a functioning Carbo-Thermal Rig System.

The data was presented using the following approach to generate the various experimental Nusselt
number relations:
(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)

(7.4)
(7.5)
Where vbulk is the bulk fluid velocity, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, Tw is the wall temperature, Ti
is the fluid inlet temperature, and Te is the fluid exit temperature. NIST REFPROP software was used to
determine fluid properties for the density, viscosity, specific heat, Prandtl number, and thermal
conductivity based on inlet pressure and wetted inlet temperature. Once the local heat transfer
coefficient was determined for each test point, the average heat transfer coefficient was integrated for
each data time series. The average Nusselt number was then determined.
(7.6)
(7.7)
The average Nusselt number was used for all empirical correlations to theoretical models and
experimental test data for both transient and steady state values.

(7.8)

(7.9)
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(7.10)
The above equations are the theoretical heat transfer models used to compare the experimental
Nusselt numbers in this study. Equation 7.8 is a general form of the Dittus-Boelter model that gives the
simplest correlation (Cengel, 2003). Equation 7.9 is the NASA Rocketdyne formulation presented by
Cook (1984) for one of the limited methane experimental heat transfer studies found. Equation 7.10 is
the Seider-Tate correlation for turbulent flow (Cengel, 2003). Each equation constant Cx were
empirically determined by plotting the experimental data versus each theoretical equation. A trend line
was then applied to each plot and forced to intercept at (0,0) Cartesian coordinates and the slope of the
trend was found. The slope found represents the coefficient Cx for each model.
Taylor presents multiple empirical heat transfer correlations for hydrogen as discussed earlier.
Initially this work was planned to include those at least one of the models for comparison purposes
(1968). The models were shown to include another parameter (D/L) separating each model according to
the diameter and test section length. This parameter was not varied in this study and another main
component lacking for inclusion in this work are the extensive methane heat transfer data sets that were
available for analysis in Taylor’s work.
7.2

Uncertainty Analysis
A measurement uncertainty analysis was conducted based on accuracy of components used in

the carbo-thermal rig system. Change in pressure measurements calculated were found to be +/- 0.35%
accurate. Change in temperature measurements calculated were found to be +/- 1.4% accurate. Values of
properties obtained based on temperature and pressure measurements that were then used in REFPROP
(such as viscosity, specific heat at constant pressure, conductivity, etc.) were found to be +/- 1.23%
accurate. Mass flow rate values determined through calibration and measured change in pressure were
found to me +/- 1.23% accurate. The local heat transfer coefficient calculated was found to be +/- 2.42%
accurate. The experimental Nusselt number calculated was found to be +/- 6.2% accurate. The
measurement uncertainties were determined using the following equation:
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(7.11)
Where the “f(Calculated” is the function of the value being considered and is then partially
differentiated per each variable of that function.
7.3

Transient Methane Heat Transfer Data
The run times for the transient heat transfer data varied from test to test depending on tank

pressures. Clearly seen in Figure 6.14 the correlations for the Seider-Tate and NASA Rocketdyne
models agree differently with the data. The Seider-Tate model seems to over predict the theoretical
Nusselt number values while the NASA Rocketdyne model seems to over and under predict Nusselt
number values. The data does, however, offer insight into the transient heat transfer region for liquid
methane heat transfer response to the test section under constant heat flux. Limited data exists for these
conditions and could be quite useful.
Variations found in the later data time series not included in the experimental Nusselt number
analysis but shown in the temperature response (Figures 6.8 to 6.10) for each of the transient tests were
considered to be caused by helium bubbles diffusing into the flow stream as liquid methane was
depleted. It should be noted however that the empirical formulations applied to the transient heat transfer
data are derived for steady state heat transfer responses.
7.4

Steady State Methane Heat Transfer Data
The steady state results presented in the previous chapter show similar agreement with the

NASA Rocketdyne correlations. In Figure 6.20 the Cx coefficient for both sets of data presented are
similar in trend and agreement. Reviewing Figure 6.18 once again sheds light on how close this
similarity is with the theoretical model. Ideally the model should plot along the red line or ratio of 1, but
in this study the data is predicted within +/- 20 percent. A metric that can be taken into consideration for
this prediction accuracy is one discussed by Taylor (1968). It was found that the presented empirical
formulation was within +/- 20 percent agreement with the reviewed data sets discussed (Taylor, 1968).
The three models discussed previously (Equations 7.8 to 7.10) were plotted with experimental
data shown in the plot below.
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Figure 7.1 Steady State Experimental Nusselt Number vs. Theoretical Nusselt Number Model
Comparison
It was determined for direct comparative purposes that the NASA Rocketdyne model would be
used in the analysis. The comparison displayed in Figure 7.1 explains how this determination was made
in two ways: the slope or Cx value found from the trend line and the coefficient of determination (R2).
The model showing the closest agreement with existing data (NASA Rocketdyne values) and the highest
coefficient of determination value is the NASA Rocketdyne model. As more methane data are gathered
and published, more empirical models can be found to mature the understanding of heat transfer
response methane has when subjected to constant heat fluxes.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
8.1

Conclusion
The construction and use of a Carbo-Thermal Rig System has been presented based on literature

and previously built heat rigs. A condensing system was developed and evaluated to supply liquid
methane for the carbo-thermal rig and cSETR laboratory experimentation. The system designed and in
use is consistent and generates usable data for heat transfer effect investigation of liquid methane. To
date, the carbo-thermal rig can provide up to 19000 kW/m2 (11.63 Btu/in2-s) for pressures between 1.03
to 2.07 MPa (150 to 300 psi). Higher heat fluxes are expected with future improvements and better
control of contact surfaces between the test section and heating block
Testing was completed for multiple transient and steady state liquid methane heat transfer test
points by varying heat flux and inlet conditions. Three theoretical Nusselt number relations from
literature were used to evaluate experimental data recorded. The current findings show that the
correlation presented by Cook (1984) is most representative of the experimental data with an accuracy
of +/- 20 percent.
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Appendix
Wiring diagram for the cartridge heaters is shown below.

Figure A.1 Cartridge Heater Wiring Schematic
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